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ABSTRACT
Introduction:
Although the weightings to be summed in an early warning score (EWS) calculation are
small, calculation and other errors occur frequently, potentially impacting on hospital
efficiency and patient care. Use of a simpler EWS has the potential to reduce errors.

Methods:
We truncated 36 published ‘standard’ EWSs so that, for each component, only two scores
were possible: 0 when the standard EWS scored 0 and 1 when the standard EWS scored
greater than 0. Using 1,564,153 vital signs observation sets from 68,576 patient care
episodes, we compared the discrimination (measured using the area under the receiver
operator characteristic curve – AUROC) of each standard EWS and its truncated ‘binary’
equivalent.

Results:
The binary EWSs had lower AUROCs than the standard EWSs in most cases, although for
some the difference was not significant. One system, the binary form of the National Early
Warning System (NEWS), had significantly better discrimination than all standard EWSs,
except for NEWS. Overall, Binary NEWS at a trigger value of 3 would detect as many
adverse outcomes as are detected by NEWS using a trigger of 5, but would require a 15%
higher triggering rate.

Conclusions:
The performance of Binary NEWS is only exceeded by that of standard NEWS. It may be
that Binary NEWS, as a simplified system, can be used with fewer errors. However, its
introduction could lead to significant increases in workload for ward and rapid response team
staff. The balance between fewer errors and a potentially greater workload needs further
investigation.
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BACKGROUND
Early warning scores (EWS) are now extensively used to identify deteriorating ward patients,
either to prevent intensive care unit (ICU) admission or facilitate it early.1,2 Additionally,
EWSs provide an evaluation of the likelihood of impending cardiac arrest or death.2 EWSs
use measurements of vital signs (e.g., pulse rate, blood pressure, breathing rate) as their
basis. Each vital sign component is typically awarded a weighted score in the range 0 to 3
(although the upper limit can differ), based on the derangement of patients’ vital signs
variables from agreed “normal” ranges. Most EWS calculations are currently undertaken
manually.

Traditionally, an EWS has up to seven components. For example, the Royal College of
Physicians of London (RCPL) National Early Warning System (NEWS) contains pulse rate,
breathing rate, systolic blood pressure, temperature, SpO2, the inspired gas and the patient’s
conscious level.3 Several other EWSs contain only a subset of these components and one,
the Cardiac Arrest Risk Triage (CART) score,4 uses diastolic rather than systolic blood
pressure.

Typically, when the aggregate EWS exceeds pre-determined levels, clinical staff are advised
to increase vital signs monitoring, involve more experienced staff or call a rapid response
team (e.g. outreach or medical emergency team). Although the weightings to be summed in
an EWS are small, calculation and other errors occurfrequently.5-11 These may impact on
hospital efficiency and patient care – escalating care and monitoring for patients that do not
require it, or failing to escalate care for those that do. Use of a simpler EWS has the potential
to reduce errors.6 It may therefore be beneficial to develop simplified EWSs.

We hypothesised that, for the outcomes traditionally used to assess the performance of
EWS, the identification of normality – and of deviation from normality – in vital signs is more
important than the level of derangement. Therefore, we investigated the effectiveness of
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EWS systems that have only two possible scores, 0 (normal, i.e., low risk) or 1 (abnormal,
i.e., increased risk), for each vital sign. The simplified EWSs, hereinafter referred to as
binary EWSs, are based on previously existing standard EWSs. To use such an EWS, staff
would merely have to count the number of components in which a score of 1 was received.
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METHOD
Ethical Committee Approval
The study is covered by local research ethics committee approval ref 08/02/1394, granted by
the Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Research Ethics Committee.

Study site
Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust (PHT) is a NHS District General Hospital on the South
Coast of England, handling ~140,000 admissions per year in ~1200 inpatient beds on a
single site. It has ~5500 staff and provides all acute services except burns, spinal injury,
neurosurgical and cardiothoracic surgery to ~540,000 of the local population.

Vital signs test results database and its development
We constructed a database of vital signs collected from all adult patients admitted to PHT on
or after 25/05/2011 and discharged on or before 31/12/2012. We excluded data from
patients aged <16 years at hospital admission and patients discharged alive on the day of
admission. Vital signs data were recorded in real-time at the bedside using handheld
electronic equipment running VitalPAC software.12,13 Each full set of vital signs
measurements contained: pulse rate, breathing rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressure,
temperature, SpO2, the inspired gas (e.g., oxygen or air) at the time of SpO2 measurement,
and the patient’s conscious level. Conscious level was recorded as alert (A), responds to
voice (V), responds to pain (P) or unresponsive (U). For EWSs that use the Glasgow Coma
Scale, the scores were converted to the AVPU system (GCS 15 = A; GCS 14 = V; GCS 13-9
= P; GCS ≤ 8 = U) as previously described.1Observation sets for which one or more of the
vital signs measurements were absent or physiologically impossible (i.e., recorded in error)
were excluded.
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Outcomes
We studied the following outcomes: death, cardiac arrest and unanticipated intensive care
unit (ICU) admission, each within 24 h of an observation set. Patient outcomes were
identified using the hospital’s patient administration system (for death), and its cardiac arrest
and ICU admission databases. We used precedence rules so that, when multiple adverse
outcomes occurred within 24 h of an observation set, only the first was counted (e.g. a
cardiac arrest, followed by an ICU admission, followed by death – all within 24 h of an
observation set – was recorded as cardiac arrest only).

Development of binary EWSs
To develop the binary EWSs, we truncated 36 published ‘standard’ EWS – the 34 previously
compared by Smith et al,1,2 plus CART4 and the Centiles EWS.14 The EWSs used are
summarised in Table S1 in the supplementary information. For each component in each
EWS, we assigned a score of 0 in the corresponding binary EWS if the score for that
component in the standard EWS would be 0. If the score for a component in the standard
EWS would be greater than 0, the score for that component in the binary EWS would be 1.
As an example, NEWS and its binary equivalent (“Binary NEWS”) are presented in Table 1.
Table 1:
The National Early Warning Score (NEWS) and its binary equivalent, Binary NEWS
Vital sign

NEWS
3

Respiration

2

≤8

1

0

9-11

12-20

94-95

≥96

Binary NEWS
1

2

3

1

0

1
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<96

≥96
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(breaths per
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111-

supplemental
oxygen
Temperature
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o
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Systolic blood
pressure
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38.139.0
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110
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219

(mmHg)

6
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Pulse rate
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91-110

(beats per

111-

≥131

<51

51-90

>90

A

V, P,

130

minute)
Level of

A

V, P,

consciousness

U

U

Assessment of EWS performance
The ability of an EWS to discriminate a patient's risk of an adverse outcome can be
measured using the area under the receiver operator characteristic curve (AUROC). This
represents the probability that a randomly selected observation that was followed, within 24
hours, by an adverse outcome had a higher score under an EWS than a randomly selected
observation that was not followed, within 24 hours, by an adverse outcome.15 We calculated
the AUROCs for the 36 standard EWSs and the corresponding 36 binary EWSs for the
outcomes of death, cardiac arrest, unanticipated ICU admission and any of those outcomes
within 24 h of the observation set. We calculated the AUROCs using (a) all observation sets
in the dataset and (b) using 10,000 sample sets, each with one observation set per episode
of patient care, selected at random. We took both approaches to test whether any lack of
independence between observation sets for the same patient might bias the results.
Previous work has shown that such effects can be important when an EWS includes age,15
as was the case for some EWSs included in this study.

When using all observations, we calculated a 95% confidence interval for the AUROCs and
assessed the significance of differences in AUROCs using the methods set out by DeLong
et al.16 When using 10,000 sample sets, we calculated an AUROC for each sample set and
reported the mean AUROC and the 2.5 and 97.5 centiles of the AUROCs as the 95%
confidence interval.

We also analysed the performance of the best performing EWS and binary EWS using the
EWS efficiency curve, described by Prytherch et al.17 This plots the triggering rate (i.e.,
workload) against sensitivity. In calculating the efficiency curve, we again used 10,000
7

sample sets, each with one observation set from each episode of patient care, selected at
random.

Finally, we calculated some summary measures. Using 10,000 sample sets, each with one
observation set per episode of patient care, we calculated sensitivity, positive predictive
value, specificity and negative predictive value at triggering values that would give similar
triggering rates for the best performing standard and binary EWS. Using all the observations
in the dataset, we also calculated (i) the percentage of total observations that would result in
escalation; (ii) the percentage of total episodes of care for which there would be at least one
escalation; and (iii) the percentage of adverse outcomes for which at least one escalation
would have occurred in the 24 hours before the adverse outcome (i.e., for which there would
have been warning and some chance to intervene in the adverse outcome) and (iv) the
mean number of patients triggering each day under each system.

Data analysis tools
All data manipulation was performed using Microsoft® Visual FoxPro 9.0. All analyses were
undertaken in R version 3.02.18
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RESULTS
In the study period, there were 68,576 discharges of 46,944 unique patients admitted on or
after 25/05/2011 and discharged on or before 31/12/2012, where the patient was aged >16,
the patient was not discharged alive on the day of admission and at least one full set of valid
vital signs observations was recorded. Of these episodes, 32,720 (48%) were for male
patients and the mean age at admission was 62.5 years (standard deviation: 20.5 years).
Associated with these episodes of care were 1,564,143 valid, full observation sets (mean
22.8 observation sets per episode). 7,637 observation sets (0.49%) in 1697 episodes
(2.47%) for 1,697 patients were followed by death within 24 h (irrespective of any other
outcome occurring before). 6,380 observation sets (0.41%) in 1,441 episodes (2.10%) for
1,441 patients had death as the first outcome within 24 h; 1671 observations (0.11%) in 326
episodes (0.48%) for 325 patients had cardiac arrest as the first outcome within 24 h; 4,975
observations (0.32%) in 615 episodes (0.90%) for 606 patients had unanticipated ICU
admission as the first outcome within 24 h. In total, 13,026 observation sets (0.83%) were
followed by one or more adverse outcomes within 24 h and 2,301 episodes (3.36%) for
2,276 patients had an adverse outcome recorded within 24 hours of an observation set.

The discrimination of each EWS (as measured by AUROC) for the outcomes of death,
cardiac arrest, unanticipated ICU admission and any of those three outcomes within 24 h of
an observation set is shown in Figure 1. With the exception of Bakir’s EWS19 and (for some
outcomes) CART,4 the binary systems perform less well than the standard systems, although
in some cases not significantly so. Binary NEWS performs significantly better than the
standard versions of all other EWSs for all outcomes. The 95% confidence intervals for
Binary NEWS and MEWS with age20 overlap for cardiac arrest (Figure 1), but the AUROCs
are significantly different (p-value < 0.001using the method of DeLong et al).17 Analysis using
one observation set per episode, chosen at random, showed similar trends (Figure 2).
However, there were fewer statistically significant differences between standard and binary
EWSs, and between Binary NEWS and standard versions of others.
9

The best performing standard and binary EWSs – NEWS and Binary NEWS – are compared
for their efficiency against the study outcomes in Figure 3. Binary NEWS offers slightly lower
efficiency (greater number of triggers for intervention in a given number of adverse
outcomes) than NEWS. A score of 3 in Binary NEWS is closest to the standard triggering
score of 5 in NEWS.

Table 2 compares the performance of NEWS using a trigger value of 5 and Binary NEWS
using a trigger value of 3. NEWS would generate a trigger in 10.20% of observations and
29.01% of episodes, and would trigger in the 24 hours before an adverse outcome in
92.57% of cases. For Binary NEWS, 11.78% of observation sets would result in a trigger
(35.27% of episodes) and 93.05% of episodes ending in an adverse outcome would trigger
in the 24 hours preceding that outcome. Binary NEWS has a higher ‘detection’ rate, although
not significantly so. In our hospital, NEWS would have generated triggers in, on average,
118 patients each day while Binary NEWS would have generated triggers for 145 patients.
Using one observation per episode, Binary NEWS has performance not significantly different
to that of NEWS as measured by sensitivity and negative predictive value. NEWS performs
better as measured by positive predictive value and specificity.
Table 2:
Performance measurements for NEWS and Binary NEWS, based on triggering at a score of
5 or greater for NEWS and 3 or greater for Binary NEWS.

Data used
All
observations
(multiple
observations
per episode)

Performance measure
% of observation sets that trigger (95% CI)

% of episodes that trigger at least once (95% CI)
% of episodes with an adverse outcome for which the EWS
would trigger in the 24 hours before the outcome (95% CI)
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NEWS

Binary
NEWS

10.20 (10.15
- 10.25)

11.78 (11.73
- 11.83)

29.01
(28.6729.35)

35.27
(34.9135.62)

92.57 (92.12
– 93.02)

93.05 (92.61
– 93.48)

Mean number of unique patients triggering each day (SD)
One
observation per
episode,
selected at
random (using
10,000 sample
sets)

118 (20)

145 (24)

Sensitivity: % of observations followed by an adverse outcome
that trigger (95% CI)

69.69 (67.14
- 72.20)

67.71 (65.14
- 70.26)

Positive predictive value: % of triggering observations that are
followed by an adverse outcome (95% CI)

11.76 (11.16
– 12.37)

9.62 (9.11 10.13)

Specificity: % of observations not followed by an adverse
outcome that do not trigger (95% CI)

94.16
(94.0394.30)

92.89 (92.74
– 93.04)

Negative predictive value: % of non-triggering observations that
are not followed by an adverse outcome (95% CI)

99.64
(99.6199.68)

99.61
(99.5899.65)
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DISCUSSION
The results show that simplified binary EWSs can offer useful discrimination of a patient's
risk of adverse outcomes. For all outcomes, except cardiac arrest, the majority of binary
EWSs have AUROCs over 0.7. The best performing binary EWS, Binary NEWS, offers
better discrimination than the standard versions of other EWS for all outcomes studied,
except for standard NEWS. Its discrimination is lower than that of the standard NEWS, as
may be expected from the binary categorization of the continuous variables.22 However, the
performance gap between them is small.

On the other hand, Binary NEWS offers slightly lower efficiency (a greater number of triggers
for intervention in a given number of adverse outcomes) than NEWS. Overall, Binary NEWS
at a trigger value of 3 would trigger in the 24 hours preceding an adverse outcome more
often than NEWS using a trigger of 5 (although the difference is not significant), but it would
require a 15% higher triggering rate (in terms of triggers per observation taken; a 22% higher
triggering rate in terms of episodes having at least one trigger and a 23% higher rate in
terms of unique patients triggering each day). This is clearly of concern, as it would increase
the number of reviews by clinicians with competencies in the assessment of acute illness3
and might also increase the workload of the rapid response team. Although Binary NEWS
appears to at least match NEWS in terms of the number of adverse outcomes that would be
preceded by a trigger, it should also be noted that there may be differences in the timing and
number of triggers. Earlier detection may, within limits, be useful to give more time for
interventions. A greater number of triggers before an adverse outcome may provide more
chances to intervene, but may also result in later triggers being ignored if earlier ones were
considered to be false alarms.

There are clear strengths to our study - it uses a large database from over 18 months of
completed, hospital-wide inpatient admissions and all necessary vital signs variables were
collected simultaneously in a standardised manner for all observations sets, using an
12

electronic data collection system.12,13 However, there are also weaknesses. As with all
modelled evaluations of EWSs, our analyses do not take account of any interventions that
may have occurred in response to triggers (NEWS was used in the hospital during the study
period) and that may have changed clinical outcomes. Also, we have compared only
aggregate scores for the EWSs, despite the RCPL’s guidance for deployment of NEWS also
recommending triggering when any vital sign measurement scores 3.3 However, scores of 3
do not exist in Binary NEWS, making such triggering and a direct comparison between
NEWS and Binary NEWS impossible in this respect. Also of relevance is the finding that
triggering on single extreme values of a vital sign observation, as suggested for NEWS by
the RCPL, is not necessarily advantageous.23 Finally, ours is a single centre study and
similar results might not be obtained from data collected in other institutions. Therefore, an
external validation exercise is necessary.

There is evidence of error with the use of early warning scoring systems,6,8-11 and of simpler
'calling criteria' offering advantages in ease of use and increased accuracy.6 In particular,
higher scores in NEWS are associated with higher error rates.11 However, there are no
comparative data on their respective utility in clinical settings. Further investigation into the
rates and implications of errors using standard EWSs, and the potential to reduce error with
a binary EWS are required to determine whether binary systems might offer better
performance and safety in clinical practice. In hospitals where EWSs are calculated
electronically,12,13,,24,25 a simplified EWS would offer no obvious benefit, as electronic
systems remove errors due to inaccurate calculation or inaccurate assignment of score.
Introducing Binary NEWS in such settings would likely merely increase staff workload.
However, a simplified system, such as Binary NEWS, may have significant utility in hospitals
relying on paper vital signs charts and manual early warning score calculations.
It is notable that for Bakir’s EWS, which includes a weighting for age,20 the binary version
outperformed its ‘parent’ standard version. We hypothesise that high scores (up to 9)
13

awarded for age in the standard Bakir EWS did not accurately represent risk associated with
age in our data, either by assigning too much weight or by assigning it at the wrong ages.
The binary system reduced the impact of age on the aggregate scores and so improved
performance. Binary systems, by their simplistic nature, suffer less from any over-fitting to
particular data that may adversely affect their performance in other populations.

It is possible that the simple approach to defining binary systems adopted here (score 0 if
original EWS scores 0; score 1 if original EWS scores > 0) is not optimal and that adjustment
of the boundary between scores of 0 and 1 for each vital sign may result in a binary EWS
with discriminative power greater than those considered here. However, the boundaries in
NEWS have already been validated using an automated computer based system in which
scores were assigned so that a 0 score in a component represented below average risk
(where average risk is defined as the overall risk in the studied population) and a score of 1
or greater represented above average risk.26 The boundaries in Binary NEWS may already
represent a near optimal description of normality and abnormality for the case mix of patients
studied.
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SUMMARY
This study supports the hypothesis that it is the definition of normality – and therefore
abnormality – in vital signs measurements that provides EWSs with most of their
discriminatory power. Simplified binary EWSs based on this principle offer useful
discrimination of a patient's risk of adverse outcomes. A simplified two-level version of
NEWS (Binary NEWS) is outperformed only by its full ‘original’ version and is simpler to
compute, possibly reducing errors in its use. However, its introduction could lead to
significant increases in workload for ward and rapid response team staff. Future research is
required to confirm our findings and to evaluate the operational impact, both in terms of ease
of use, workload and patient safety, of using a binary EWS system.
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LEGENDS FOR FIGURES:

Figure 1: Performance of 36 EWSs and their binary equivalents. Discrimination of patient
risk of death, cardiac arrest, unanticipated ICU admission and any of those three adverse
outcomes within 24 h of an observation set is measured using the area under the receiver
operator characteristic curve (AUROC). Shaded regions indicate extent of 95% confidence
interval. The dashed red line shows the lower confidence interval for Binary NEWS. Full data
are in Table S2 in the supplementary material.
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Figure 2: Performance of 36 EWSs and their binary equivalents assessed using one
randomly chosen observation set from each episode. Discrimination of patient risk of death,
cardiac arrest, unanticipated ICU admission and any of those three adverse outcomes within
24 h of an observation set is measured using the area under the receiver operator
characteristic curve (AUROC). Shaded regions indicate extent of 95% confidence interval.
The dashed red line shows the lower confidence interval for Binary NEWS. Full data are in
Table S3 in the supplementary material.
21

Figure 3: The workload (triggering rate) associated with the opportunity to intervene in a
given number of cases experiencing any adverse outcome (sensitivity) for the best
performing standard and binary EWSs (NEWS and Binary NEWS). The numbers adjacent to
points indicate the associated triggering threshold and shaded areas indicate the 95%
confidence interval. The curve is only defined at triggering points and lines connecting these
are provided only as a visual aid.
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